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JUDGES Ranking
2019-20
•

The Illinois USA Gymnastics Administrative Committee will use all forms of information that is
available to them in assisting them in ranking of the Judges for Regional meets each year
i. PIF (Professional Involvement Form) submitted by each individual Judge
ii. Regional Rank Form
iii. Written Information provided by Illinois NAWGJ information derived from the NAWGJ
GYMJAS assigning program
iv. Verbal communication via ILNAWGJ SJD attendance at the meeting and answering
questions submitted to her
v. Written and Verbal communication from Professional Members throughout the year
vi. “Best Judge” for level will also be a consideration
b. Regional List 1-18 as asked for by Regional Committee
i. Illinois State Administrative Committee members receives a list (in an Excel Format) of
all Judges, directly from the Regional Web administrator, from the information supplied
by each Judge, that
1. JO List was alphabetical and not Availability Specific (requested this way
By Regional so that if availability changed in the course of the year they
would still have the Ranked information (per their PIF forms) and
2. Xcel List Separate Sort and Availability Specific (asked this way by
Regional) because there were many Judges eligible but not interested in
judging Xcel Regionals
ii. 2 lists will be established because it is the committees opinion that some judges are
more versed JO vs Xcel, Those Committee members that are directly involved (judges
that are available to judge Regionals, spouses etc RECUSSED themselves from the
Ranking procedure
1. 1-18 for the JO Regionals Level 6-10
2. 1-18 for Xcel program
iii. Procedure
1. General Discussion regarding Judges Ranking by ALL COMMITTEE
MEMBERS then
2. Eligible Committee (voting) members ranked the judges using the above
information by placing them in order 1-18 and rest receive 19 Independent
of each other (1 put next to the judge they selected to be #1, #2, #3 etc)
iv. This will be using an Excel column and once voted column will be hidden keeping
voting individual confidential and also that State Chair only know final number
v. Total is calculated via equation in EXCEL and sorted Low to High
vi. Results of the 2 Lists, 1-18, then sent to Char (copied to Dave Stiles) and She and her
sub-committee handles Regionals accordingly

